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Extended Abstract 
Chemical looping combustion is a new concept of combustion technology that facilitates the separation of carbon 

dioxide because it generates heat energy by combusting hydrogen, syngas, and natural gas using lattice oxygen of metal 

oxide. In this technique, the metal oxide is used as an oxygen carrier to supply oxygen and transfers oxygen by redox reaction 

behavior, which is oxidized in an air reactor and reduced in a fuel reactor. In the chemical looping combustion process, the 

metal oxide particle used as an oxygen carrier circulates through two reactors and the lattice oxygen is consumed by a gas-

solid reaction in a fluidized bed reactor. Therefore, the lattice oxygen must be transported at a high reaction rate. It must be 

also prepared in the form of particles with a high surface area. Iron oxide is a relatively inexpensive oxygen carrier, and 

many researchers have studied oxygen transport properties. In this study, the major component of red mud by-produced after 

eluting aluminum from bauxite in Bayer process was Fe2O3, which can be used as an oxygen carrier. However, red mud is 

not suitable for using oxygen in the crystal lattice due to its low surface area. In this study, the red-mud sample was sulfidated 

at high temperature to improve the lattice oxygen mobility by form lattice defect in the iron oxide crystals. In order to form 

crystal defects on the red mud, iron oxide was converted to iron sulfide with hydrogen sulfide, and then was re-oxidized by 

air to remove sulfur components. In these processes, it was possible to generate defects in the crystal structure. The surface 

area of the defective red mud increased from about 25.9 m2/g to 122.1 m2/g, and the pore volume increased from 0.1714 cc/g 

to 0.2803 cc/g. Also, the formation of crystal defects increased the oxygen transfer capacity of red mud from 1.75% to 2.18% 

at 15 vol.% hydrogen condition. This result means that the amount of oxygen transported during the reduction process was 

enhanced by about 1.25 times. 
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